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Potterton
])ridge problen1

No.7
of a series of
T Potterton problems
in play,
HIS IS ONE

set by Terence Reese, which will
appear each month. The answer
will be give:n next month.
WEST

EAST

+
•
•
+

+ 973
• A K 7
+ AKJ64·
+ K7

Q2
J 64
Q 8 52
AJ 86

tracted by chills and draughts and
undisturbed by trips for fuel?
ANSWER. Pick a l'ott<·c·ton boiler for
central heating. And mjoy every
hand in blissful warmth nnd comfort. A Pottcrtocc i~ dliu·!lc·ssly au tomatic. For iuformatincl we it<· to Miss
M. Meredith at ~o :1o Buckhold
Road, London S.\\'.tll. Or phone
her at V J\ 'dyke 7~w2.
ANS W ER T O PROBLCM N o . 6

West plays Five Diamonds after
North has overcalled in spades and
hearts. North leads ofT King and
Ace of spades, then switches to
+ 10. On the second diamond North
discards a hc~art. How should West
continue?
FU R THER PRC) BLEM. How can keen
bridge players devote all their concentration t.o their game undis-

West should win "clh +.\ and

lead • 2 to • Q. If '\'cu1h drops
the 9 or 10, play hc111 for 10 9
doubleton: ru0' a spade•, • J IO
• A, and run· anotlwr spndc·. If a
high diamond doc·~ not fall on 1he
first round, I'CI\II'n • 1 10 • K and
play three rounds ol lw:~rts, discarding a club. Jf no one rulf.~, give
up a club and play for clubs 3-3
to provide the twelfth trick.

Potterton Boilers
at the

h e~art

of efficient centra l heating-oil or g as
A
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Editorial
WORTHY CHAMPIONS

What went wrong in Beirut?
The answer is simple: nothing.
From every point of view the
Championships were a great occasion.
For a start, the best teams won.
The French men, even without
J a·is and Trezel, proved a formidable combination and Desrousseaux and Theron were particularly impressive. The French
would be favourites to beat any
British team except our very best,
and we are not the only country
which finds difficulty in getting
its six best performers into battle.
The success of the Swedish
ladies was a just reward for
steadiness and plain good bridge.
THE LEBANESE ACHIEVEMENT

strengthe:n the desire, here in
Britain, to do more to promote
international bridge.
EXPORTING TALENT

Alan Truscott, who as a player,
writer a111d analyst is one of the
most tal.ented in the game anywhere, leaves Britain next month
to take up bridge journalism in
the U.S.A. With his wife and
family he intends to make his
home there. His departure is a
definite blow to our future prospects in the international field,
and he will be badly missed in
many other ways.
All on this side of the Atlantic
will wish him success. He has
promised to let us have occasional
articles. Alan H iron succeeds
him as conductor of 100 Up.

The playing conditions were
elegant and the organisation fully
as smooth as was expected from
Eric Jannersten and his lieutenants. But the unique quality of the
1962 Championships was felt
away from the table. The Lebanese Bridge Federation, assisted
by Middle East Airways, showed
outstanding generosity and consideration to their visitors. Nothing was Jacking.
This remarkable achievement
by a small bridge community will

Arnold Elliott's death last
month came as a sad shock
to Btritish bridge. His long
and Joyal service to the
game was given without
thought of self interest, and
in the London Association
his n.ame was a by-word for
geniality and good intentions. We offer his widow,
Pearl, our most sincere condolences.

s

European Championship Tables
Open series
France
Italy
Switzerland
Great B1ritain
Sweden
Spain
Poland

U.A.R.
Finland
Belgium
Ireland
Lebanon

59!
49!
47
47
40
35
28
24
22
19
16

8

Ladies series
Sweden
France
Ireland

U.A.R.
Great Britain
Spain
Lebanon

39
35
30
24
19
II

10

ppen champions: Bacherich,
Desrousseaux, Ghestem, Stetten,
Theron and Tintner.
Ladies champions: Mrs. Larsson, Mrs. Rex, Mrs. Segander,
Mrs. Werner.

Isn't he wonde1iul?
Pim Tarlo was there to support the British teams.
6

The 1962 European
Championship
by P E DRO JUAN

100 per c:ent record, France had
dro pped two points to Irelandbut we ha.d lost 0-6 to Switzerland
and had also dropped a po int to
Po land. The Swiss have quite a
reputation for upsetting form.
They can on occasion play rea lly
inspired lbridge- as shown in the
followin g, sensational bidding sequence
between Besse and
Durouve noz against Lebanon:

The draw in the European
Championship can a ffect the
teams' chances and it is also very
important from the spectator's
point of view. I n Beirut, France
had a number of easy matches to
start with and then had to tackle,
in quick succession, Switzerland,
Sweden, I taly and Great Britain.
ltaly had to start against Sweden
but then had two easy matches
before meeting Great Britain in
the fo urth ro und. Great Britain's
first two matches were against
Switzerland and Sweden, who, by
general consent, were considered
the most likely outsiders.
It looked therefore like a fairl y
smooth passage for the "big fish"
(with Great Britain having the
worst of it) to t he fo urth round,
a fter which we expected three days
packed with drama which would
probably decide the fate of the
Championship, lea ving the last
rounds to be completed in a calm,
almost somnolent atmosphere
more in keeping with Lebanon
and its magnificent climate.
Well, things didn't turn out
q uite as expected. When the
first big clash came (Great Britain
v. Italy), the Jtalians had still a

South dealer
East-West vulnera ble
NORTH

+ KQ 6532
~

10 7 2

0 K6
+ J2
WEST

EAST

~

~

+A J 8

+7

AK8
J983
+ AK5

QJ 6 3

0

O AI075
+ QJ043
SOUTH

• 10 9 4
9 54

~

0

Q42

+9 87 6

7

S OUTH

WEST

NORTH

EAST

No
No
No
No

No
4+
5NT
No

3+
No
No
No

3NT

5+
60

It's not so easy to bid this good
slam against a pre-emptive opening.

As well as taking Great Britain
to the cleane:rs, Switzerland a lso
beat Italy 6-.0 in the last round
of the Championship and eventually finished i1n third place, beating
Great Britain on a split tie.

+7

<\? K986
OAQ986
• A J5

We beat Poland 5-l and had a
narrow escap1e on board 39 when
we took a 500 penalty instead of
bidding a small vulnerable c;lam.
Luckily the sl.am was also missed
in the other room.

It was explained that West's
overcall of Three Clubs showed a
hand containing five clubs and
AT LEAST five hearts.
The opening lead was the Jack
of hearts on which East played
the Queen. Declarer won with
the King and now had a second
stop in the suit. East's play of
the Queen of hearts seemed to
indicate a doubleton - which
meant that West had six hearts
and five clubs and therefore the
spades were not breaking. Declarer played the Ace of diamonds
at trick two, hoping to drop the
singleton King, and followed with
a small diamond to the Jack.
East took the King and returned
a club, South ducking. West won
with the Queen and led the ten

Against Italy, our team was
playing steadily and was having
the better of the exchanges when
along came board 31 and the first
blow fell.

(see next column)
Swimer, sitting South, was playing in 3NT after the following
bidding sequence:-

10
3NT

WEST
Pabisticci
34t
No

NOR Ill
+ AKJ954
<\?5
0 J 72
• 10 7 6
WEST
EAST
• Q 102
• 863
<\? A J 10 7 4
<V Q 3 2
0 K 10 54 3
• KQ942
. 83
SOUTH

o-

Our match against Sweden was
practically decided in the first
half when a pair of newcomers
were given the fuU treatment by
Konstam and J. Tarlo. In the
second half the Swedes played
steadily but could not save themselves from total defeat.

SOUTH
Swimer

Soulh dealer
Norlh-Soulh vullwruhh:

NORTH EAST
Flint Messina
No
3+
No
No
8

of spades. Declarer refused the clubs, he could well have had two
finesse and ended up two down. singletons or even a spade voidIt has been suggested that Swimer, in which case the play of the
a very fine player of the cards, Queen of diamonds enables defell victim to the unusual play of clarer to make nine tricks by
the Queen of hearts at trick one, means of a throw-in. . If East
which may have been designed refuses to take the Queen of diato persuade declarer that spades monds at trick two . . . but one
were not breaking.
could go on for hours about this
hand. )Let's leave the reader to
But a closer analysis seems to
draw his own conclusions about
show that declarer did not play
one of the most interesting deals
the hand to best advantage. To
I bave S•een for many a day.
play the Queen of diamonds at
trick two would leave declarer
One last point about this hand.
in a better position than the play It has been said that the play
of the Ace, even if West had a of the Queen of hearts by East
singleton King. West would have must either indicate a doubleton,
no satisfactory card of exit except or else be a clever false-card. But
a spade, which can now be is this necessarily true? Put
finessed because the Jack of dia- yourself in East's position. Is it
monds is an entry to dummy. As . not very important to show partthe play went, declarer should ner tha.t you, and not South,
have taken the spade finesse when hold the: Queen of hearts? West's
West led the suit, because the hearts could easily have been
appearance of the ten of spades better. AJlOxx is the worst holdshould have convinced him that ing he could have, on the lead.
the more likely contract of Four
Continuing with the Italy v.
Spades would not be lost, if
Britain match, failure to bid a
played in the other room (as it
sitting grand slam on top of the
was).
other di:sastus completely changed
Had Swimer played the Queen the comse of events. Italy was
of diamonds instead of the Ace, now exJpected to win 6-0 but on
as the cards lie and refusing the the very last board, Belladonna
spade finesse, he would in practice and D' Alelio went down in 3NT
have gone one down instead of with Six Diamonds on, duly bid
two. But if Swimer had been and maLde by the British in the
right in his assumption that West closed room. This saved two
held eleven cards in hearts and V.P.s out of the wreck. At this
9

stage Great Britain's chance to
win the Championship was pretty
dim but there was still some hope
of finishing second to Italy if
France could be kept out of the
two top places. Second to Italy
would have earned us a place in
the next World Championship at
St. Vincent.
France, however, gave nobody
a chance. They were slightly
fortunate to beat Italy 5- 1, in a
match played at such a slow pace
that both teams had to be fined.
But the bridge in the match was
of a very high standard.
Next came: our clash with
France. At the end of the first
20 boards Great Britain held a
lead of 9 i.rn.p.s which could
easily have been more substantial,
the French t1eam reacting from
their strenuous match against the
Italians earlier in the day. But
the last 20 boards were played
the following day, and once more
we had the position of the teams
being level at board 30-followed
by a complete: debacle in the last
10 hands, during which the British
lost 52 i.m.p.s. That was the e nd.
One often heard during Beirut
that the general standard of play
much
improvement,
showed
bringing about a levelling amongst
the various ·competitors. I do
not subscribe to that view. The
Championship is still very much a

"goats and .,hccp" ulhur with
most of the compct111g countries
having no chance or finishing at
the top. Jn such exalted company
there are always a number of
brilliant players but in Beirut
there were only two first-class
teams and Great Britain was not
one of them. It is depressing to
concede this when France was
without Jais-Trezel and when Italy
had only Belladonna- D 'Aielio
from the famous Blue Team. In
my opinion it would be wrong to
say that the French and Italians
showed more ability than our
players but they certainly made
far fewer mistakes. Excessively
slow play (Ghestem and Bacherich being conspicuous) and lack
of stamina (nervous as well as
physical) might account for some
of the disasters. Our youngest
pair, Swinnerton-Dyer and Barbour, were the only pair showing
a plus on their cards. Whilst they
are to be complimented on this,
one cannot be too enthusiastic
about their performance.
For the rest of the team, there
is only one member who deserves
special mention. Kenneth Konstam, like the others, would
probably like to forget some of
the things that happened in
Beirut, but he did many good
things to remind us what a great
player and fighter he is.
JO

Slow play? Pierre Gllesrem look s a swifr enough worker here. Team mare Rene
Bacltericlt look s discreerly away .

-

Break/t1s1 ar Tiffany's? No, dinner ar Zahle. Mrs. E. Kempson with G. Read of Ireland.
II

Why We Lost
by TERENCE REESE

Britain dropped points to six
teams at Beirut. We lost 0-6 to
Switzerland amd France, 2-4 to
Italy, and dropped one point each
to Poland, BeLgium, and Lebanon.
Many good things were done by
both sides in a.ll the other matches,
but in this review I am going to
look at the matches we lost.

South dealer
East-West vulnerable
NORTH

+ J9642

<:? 4 3
0 106
• 9 7 53

Switzerland
The Swiss always play a good
match against . Britain and it
wasn't good news that we had
to meet them in the first round.
We were 24 down at half time
and the second half was level.
6-0 sounds a big win, but in
terms of the new match points
two game swings in the 40 boards
are enough. The victory point
scale simply distinguishes between
the close matches.
Our opponents struck two
early blows. On board 3 Besse
(West) and Durouvenos bid a
slam on 26 points against an
opening bid.
SOUTH

WEST

NORTH

EAST

1<:/
Dble.
No
No
No
No

20
Redble.
3<:/
3NT
60

No
No
No
No
No

2<:/
3+
3+
50
No

WEST

EAST

+ K
<:/Al0752
OAKJ73
+ 84

+ A 10 8 5
<:/6
0 9 54 2
+ A K 10 2

SOUTH

• Q7 3
<:/KQJ98
0 Q8
+ QJ6
The slam was lay-down, and if
declarer draws two top diamonds
early on he can make Seven,
either by bringing down + QJ or
by a double squeeze.
At the other table the British
West passed over the opening
bid of One Heart- not a mistake
on the surface. East doubled and
West bid 3NT, scoring 660. lt
was a swing of 12 points to
Switzerland.
On board 4 we lost more points
when a vulnerable game was made
in one room and not in the other.
(see next page)
12

three rounds of clubs and back
to ~A, for twelve tricks and a
swing of 13 points.
We lost another big swing on
board 8 when Besse and Durouvenos settled like a bird in Four
Hearts, distributed 4-3, bidding
the suit for the first time at the
Four level. Swimer, meanwhile,
with seven spades distributed 6-1,
found five in one hand against
him. We were actually 44 points
down after nine boards. Swinnerton-Dyer and Barbour made
a credittable first appearance in
the sec,ond half, but we would
have haLd to play very well even
to draw this match, in such form
was the opposition.

West dealer
Both sides vulnerable
NoRTH

+ KJ3

~

K 10 6 53
632
+ A4

0

WEST

EAST

+ 98642
~ Q97
0 10 5
+ QJ 10

+ AQ7 5

~

84
OKQJ874
+ 8

SOUTH

+ 10
~

AJ2
0 A9
+ K976532
In the open room Tarlo, North,
played in Four Hearts, East
having bid diamonds twice. He
won the opening lead of 0 K,
crossed to + A and led a second
club. East ruffed and led Queen
and Jack of diamonds. The defence had to make a heart and a
spade, so the contract was one
down.

P oland

After a good win against Sweden
in the second round we met
Poland in the third. In the first
half we outplayed them on some
difficult boards, finishing 35 ahead.
It looked a safe win, but we soon
saw why the Poles are regarded
as one of the most dangerous
teams in the championship. When
things are running for them, they
pick points out of the air.
First they hurtled into a slam
in three bids, with two top losers
in clubs. The lead was in the
wrong hand and the slam was
made, for a gain of 10 points.
(The British had one or two
similar venures later in the tourna-

At the other table Flint and
Swimer bid up to Four Spades,
which goes at least two off, and
their opponents rather questionably went to Five Hearts. In this
contract declarer has to find the
Queen of hearts sooner or later,
and after winning the first trick
with OA Bernasconi ran the Jack
of hearts at trick 2. When this
held he played ~2 to ~10, then
13

able Four Spades. At half time
we led by 8 points.

ment, but not once did the)
escape the killing lead.)
Three boa1rds later Flint held
as South:
K 104
<y> 10 6

This was the first hand of the
second half:-

+

North dealer
North-South vulnerable

·-

0 AJ7 5

NoRTH

+ K 10 9 7
North, vulnerable against not,
opened One Club. East overcalled
with One Spade. What would
you do? Flint bid 2NT, the
natural call, and North bad an
obvious raise to Three. However,
East had overcalled One Spade
with a doubleton spade and five
top hearts. West, who held five
spades to tlhe Jack and three
small hearts, had evidently been
there before, for out came the
9 of hearts and down went the
contract. With few points coming
our way we dropped 20 and the
Pules had salvaged a victory
point.

<y> AK82

0

A K 10 8 6 3 2

+ 102

WEST

EAST

+ K J 10 9 8 7 2

+ AQS
y>
<y> 10 7
0
0 54
+ KJ7654 +

Q9 4

Q9

Q

SOUTH
• 64 3

<y> J653
0 J7
+ A983
On bridgerama the bidding
went as follows:
SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST
J.
BellaKon- D'Aielio
Tarlo donna
stam
20
4+
No
60
No
No

Italy
This was a high-class match,
very likely the best in the tournament-<:ertai:nly the best in which
our team played.
We began on the right foot
with a good game on the first
hand, not bid at the other table,
and three part score swings. Thus
we were 23 up after four boards.
The only game swing to follow,
a loss of 12 points, resulted from
a different lead against a vulner-

so

5+

Perhaps Konstam should have
passed over Four Spades, perhaps
Tarlo should have Jet Five Spades
run up to his partner. However
that may be it was good competitive bidding by the Italians.
Tarlo took a diamond finesse and
so lost 200.
14

•

At the other table North opened
One Club and, with less evidence
of a strong hand against him,
Flint made a normal pre-emptive
overcall of Three Spades. After
a pass by South, Swimer bid Four
Spades. North bid Five Diamonds and all passed. After the
lead of +Q declarer had to
finesse trumps on the first round
or not at all. He played off Ace
and King, and that was 13 match
points to Italy.
We recovered 4 points on the
next deal and then there was a
tense spell in which six boards
were played without a single
swing, I taly leading all the time by
1 point. At board 30 we were I
point ahead, for the last time.
Board 31 was the "killer"
hand described by Pedro Juan on
pages 8 and 9. The Italians played
in Four Spades and made 11
tricks, while Swimer went two
down in 3NT. Jt could have
happened only to a first-class
player.
Another game swing resulted
from a different lead to the same
contract and the Italians bid a
good grand slam which we failed
to reach. Only a good slam by
Flint and Swimer on the last
board won us a couple of points
when it looked as though we
were going to lose 6- 0. This was
another match that would have
been difficult to win.

The Lebanon
This match followed the same
pattern as the Polish match. We
led by 34 at half time and dropped
points to excellent bridge by the
home te:am in the second half.
Alas, the records of this match
never r~:ached me, so I cannot
quote any hands. We won by 17,
a 5-l victory.

Belgium
Both British pairs played an
undistin,guished first half-mostly
"wrong views" in the bidding.
This was one of the decisions
where the Belgians were more
on the mark:
K3 2

+

y>J872

05
+ A Q 10 8 3
You are East and, with opponents vulnerable, the bidding begins:
SOUTH

WEST

I+

NORTH

EAST

Redble.
20
No
30
?
What is East worth? Flint bid
Three Spades, probably not
enough as he was bidding in
competition. At any rate, West
passed and there was an easy
game. At the other table North
did not raise to Three Diamonds,
but ES<;oubet, for Belgium, still
jumped to Four Spades.
We were 14 down at half time
and squared the match on board
15

Dble.

37. On board 39 the Belgians in
the closed room finished in an
old fashioned 5NT. Konstam
had to lead f rom Axxx of a suit
bid on his right to beat it. We
picked up B, which gave us a
5-l victory.

DUPLICATE BRIDGE BOARDS
METAL I!DGID

(As supplied by the lat e F. Lawes)
Now Manufactured by

ARBEL PRODUCTS
3, Vittoria Street, Birmingham, I

Barbour (West) and Swinnerton-Dyer bid to game as follows:
One Diamond-Two Clubs, Two
Diamonds-Two Spades, Four
Spades. This last call was bold
and might have been a mistake
had East been fishing for 3NT.
South opened a heart and
dummy won. Declarer played
three rounds of clubs, South
ruffing with the 7 and dummy
over-ruffing. Then came a diamond ruff and a fourth club.
South ruffed with the Ace (best
defence) and dummy's heart went
away.
South led a diamond and East
ruffed in hand. After a heart ruff
the Ace of diamonds dropped
the King and the Queen of diamonds was ruffed high by North.
A high spade was cashed, but
declarer had to win the last two
tricks, either making a spade and
a club or his two trumps separately.
It was a close game, excellently
played, but no swing, for the
French pair in the closed room
did the same.
We had a lead of 9 points at
half time, though the bidding by

:France

After beating Spain in the
seventh roundl we were still in the
running for the championship
when we met the leaders, France.
Had we beaten them we would
have been onlly one point behind.
Right or wrongly, I put in
Swinnerton-Dyer and Barbour to
play the first half in the open
room. The first three boards (as
it turned out) were level, and this
was board 4:
West dealer
Both sides vulne:rable
NORTH

+ KQ5
<vQ965
K.J2
+ 7 64

<>

WEST

EAST

• 8632
<v A2
OAQ743
+ Q2

• J 10 9 4
<vJ103

<>-

+ AK J 985

SOUTH

+ A7
<vK874
<)109865
+ 103
16

Swinnerton-Dyer and Barbour
had not been too accurate. The
second half was played on bridgerama, with Ghestem and Bacherich opposing Tarlo
and
Konstam.
At board 30 the scores were
dead level. Then there was the
calamitous hand where we bid
Six missing Ace and King of
trumps in the closed room and
in the open room allowed the
French to make Five Spades,
which could have been defeated.
Playing in excellent form, Ghestem
and Bacherich made two slams
on finesses (one on two finesses),
and our pair in the open room
began to make mistakes, so that
eventually we lost by 49.

•

The Acol
System Today
by TERENCE REESE and
ALBEitT DORMER

'At long last there is a genuine
classi•c on the Acol System ..•
A reailly outstanding book.'
Sunday Telegraph
'The best exposition of good bidding ever to appear in a book.'
Hy Lavintlla/
ISs. net

Edward Arnold
41, H.addox Street , London, W. l

Conclusion
Some say that it is silly to repeat
The team finished with three every year that judgment has been
6-0 wins against Finland, I reland at fault, not system; yet, looking
and Egypt, but the Swiss also had at some of the failures, I must say
a great run, dropping only 3 that a good Acol pair should have
victory points in their last six had no difficulty on most of the
matches, and pipped us on quo- hands.
tient for third place.
ProbaLbly it is not a coincidence
Reviewing the week, I don't that w•~ led early on against
think we were lucky with opening France and Italy and were level
leads, and it is a fact that the at the three-quarter distance, fallstrongest teams, France, Italy and ing back in the last ten boards.
Switzerland, all played a good l t is a strain to play against
game against us. There were no opponents who are slow, complifailures in our team. At the same cated, a.nd good. To fight these
time, I wouldn't say that third matches we need battle-hardened
or fourth place did us an injustice. troops who can play as well at
Our slam bidding was generally the end of a five-hour match as
poor, as so often in the past. at the b•eginning.
17

London and the South
by ALAN HJRON

"A new season," said the
Editor expansively, "is being born.
Old partnerships are dying the
death, new ones are taking their
first tottering steps. How are the
big names lining up? The customers want to know. Like the
soccer fans, you know."

ton-Dyer and Barbour, fresh from
their Middle East tour, will
attempt to carry Dormer and
Hiron through a round or two.
A new side, Albuquerque Athletic
(Grosser, Albuquerque, Crown,
and Paul Gordon) are reported to
be training hard under floodlights.

Like the soccer fans, eh? All
right, here goes. ln the Gold
Cup the H a1rrison-Gray Rovers
will defend u~nchanged with Gray,
Rockfelt, R. and J. Sharples,
North and Pugh. Their toughest
rivals may be a reconstituted
Markus Unitted who, during the
close season, are rumoured to
have paid record transfer fees
for the left-wing combination of
Reese and Schapiro. The Markus
United forward line now reads:
Mrs. Markus, Reese, Schapiro,
K onstam and Priday, and the
acrobatic Michael Wolach wears
the goalkeeper's jersey.

From out of town, last year's
Gold Cup runners-up have
changed one pair; Griffiths, Richardson, John Spurway and Topley
will take the field with Tottenham
and Jamieson. In Manchester the
redoubtable Farrington Farriers
continue with Farrington, Mieses,
Blaser and Morris.
In Crockford's Cup, doubtless
bearing in mind the heavier state
of the pitches when the final is
to be played, some captains have
made changes.
The holders,
Academicals, have
Hamilton
Larry Bradley instead of J. Tarlo
and Goldstein. Harrison-Gray
Rovers, last year's runners-up,
omit North and Pugh and bring
in Swinnerton-Oyer and Barbour.
Markus United have not yet
issued a press release but already
Reese and Priday have been
snapped up by a new team which
includes Flint, North and Rodrigue; clearly a classy side.

Rose Rangers are another
powerful London side, lining up
as last year with Rose, Gardener,
Preston and Swimer (and possibly
Nunes). Hamilton Academicals
who, in a slightly different formation, won Crockford's Cup, now
field Booker, Lee, Mathieson, J.
Tarlo and Goldstein. Swinner18

No British players, it seems,
have been offered lucrative contracts by the Italian clubs.
The Metropolitan Cup
As announced last month,
Middlesex gained a narrow win
over London and regained the
Metropolitan Cup, with Surrey
well behind.

Middlesex beat London 5- 3.
Middlesex beat Surrey 7- l.
London beat Surrey 7- 1.

North dealer
Game all
NORTH

+ A 863

cv 7 6 2

0 QJ 8
+ A 87

WEST

EAST

• 17
84
OK9763

• 10 52
J 10 5 3
0 52
+ Q9 54

cv

• J632
SOUTH

+

KQ94
c::)AKQ9
0 A 104

Twin deals from this event
aroused my curiosity. Suppose
your partner opens with a bid of
2NT and you hold enough points
for a raise to game but a 4 -3- 3- 3
distribution including a major
suit: is there any point in launching into Three Clubs (Stayman)?
Konstam and Schapiro, playing
for London, clearly demonstrated
that there was:-

+ KIO

this third factor which provided
the extra trick in spades as compared with no trumps. 1 didn't
hear of anyone else reaching Six
Spades, but one pair tried 6NT,
which was not a bad contract.
(Diamond finesse or heart break,
provided spades behave; or both
(see next column)
red suits falling into line if the
NORTH
SOUTH
spades do not break.) 6NT
Konstam Schapiro
would normally be defeated, but
No
as Stayman had not been em2NT
ployed and South's hearts had
3+
5+
not be•en mentioned, West struck
No
upon the disastrous lead of eight
South had three good reasons
of hearts, exposing the position
for continuing after Five Spades ..
in this suit.
Seventeen of his 21 points were in
Aces and Kings, his spade suit
This was the other twin hand
was good, and the doubleton club featuring the Stayman question
looked promising. I n fact it was after an opening bid of 2NT :-

3+

•

cv

6+

J9

South dealer
Love a ll

inducing a favourable spade lead.
Can any conclusions be drawn
from this? Perhaps only that the
lead of the eight from 8x in an
unbid major was a bad lead on
September 2, 1962.

NORTH

• Q 9 54

<v Q 4 2
0

10 6 5
+ Q 54
WEST

EAST

• 82
<v 10 8 5
0 Q4 3 2
+ AJ76

• K J 6 3
YlK763
0 987
• 10 2

When
Middlesex
opposed
Surrey, I watched what struck me
as a well fought deal :East dealer
Game all

SOUTH

NORTH

• A 10 7
Yl A j 9
0 AKJ
K 983

•
Yl
O
+

+

97
QJ1073
J
AQJ62

WEST

All the Souths that 1 watched
made the naltural 2NT opening
and their parlmers raised directly
to 3NT. The eight of spades was
a popular lead but it killed the
defence stone··dead, for declarer,
now presented with three tricks
in the spade suit, had plenty of
time to establish another six.
Double-dummy enthusiasts may
point out that 3NT can always be
made if declarer plays well enough,
but in practic•e where West chose
a minor suit lead South achieved
only eight tricks.

FAST

• K 10 3
Yl K 9 2
OAI08642
+ 3

.J

•

AQ86542

Vl6
0 975
+ 8 5

SOUTH

YlA854
0 KQ3
K 10 9 7 4

+
SouTH
Street

WEST
J.

NORTH

EAST

R.
LeaderSharples Williams Sharples

3.
No

1+
4Yl
No

So on one ·of the deals a good
slam was reached by employing
Stayman on a •completely balanced
hand. On th•e other, an equally
good result was achieved by not
employing Stayman and by thus

No

East's Three Spade bid was
good. His partner's diamond
overcall, in a suit where East held
three small cards, meant that
20

..

there would not be many side
losers in a spade contract. South
was virtually compelled to raise
to Four Hearts on a hand with
which he might have raised only
to Two in an uncontested auction,
and when West continued to
Four Spades North had to guess
in turn. His Five Clubs was best
in the circumstances, as Four
Spades would have been made
on the lead of a heart, a trump, or
a high diamond. Five Clubs was
defeated by one trick.

South

dt~ler

Game all

NORTH

+ K 10 9 7 3 2
~5
o-

·-

+ A K 9864
WEST

EAST

+ AQJ
~ Q9 4
() Al0732
• J5

~

AKJ0763
() KJ965

•

102

SOUTH

• 8 6 54
J 82
() Q 8 4
+ Q7 3
~

What Geoffrey Butler Saw
(The 1st Camrose Trial)
This was convincingly won by
D. Rimington and R. Clark who
led throughout and were never
seriously challenged. They thus
qualify to play against Northern
Ireland. Of the remaining 21
pairs, the leading 14 will take
part in a second trial in M a nchester next month.
Leading scores:i.m.p.s
Rimington and Clark + 52
Langiert and Smerdon + 42
Brock and Higson
+ 35
Morley and Endicott
32
Bloomberg and Masser + 28

Some: Norths were fortunate
enough to be doubled in Four
Spades, others were pushed to
Five as a sacrifice over Five Diamonds or Five Hearts-a good
save, nevertheless.
East - West
pairs who were permitted to play
in Five Diamonds or Five Hearts
scored well, for the " Butler
datum" score on t he board was
150 (the arithmetic
East- w,~st
average of the middle seven
results out of eleven). When, as
South, I picked up my pitiful
balanced hand, I heard the following auction with a hypnotised air.

Two hands in particular provided excitement and swings. T he
first was a free-for-all and nearly
every result entered on the travelling score sheet was different.

SOUTH
No

+

•

21

+

4+
No
No

WEST
!NT
D ble.

6()
No

NORTH EAST

2+

4~

No
D ble.

5()
No

Four tables bid on those lines,
but all were defeated.

Before the double I had decided to lead a club, but now I
had to stop and think. Could it
be that partner w~s void in
hearts ? If East held seven hearts
he would not have bothered to
mention diamonds, while if West
held four hearts he would have
reverted to hearts rather than
raise d iamondls; so J sti 11 led a
club. This reJpresented our good
result of the weekend.

5NT was ·the grand slam force,
requiring North to bid Seven
Clubs if he held two of the top
three honours.
The rest of the field were satisfied with a safe Six Clubs or 6NT
except for the pair who had to
contend with a dangerous lunatic
in the West seat. Here the
bidding went West- One Heart,
North- Double, all pass, and the
resulting penalty was 900 points.
This result provides an illustration
of the difference between traditional methods of scoring and the
Butler method. At match-point
pairs East- West would have
enjoyed a 70 per cent score for
losing 900, but as the NorthSouth datum score was only + 670
points they in fact lost 4 i.m.p.s.
The play in Seven Clubs could
follow many different paths, but
the declarer who received a trump
lead had by far the best chance.
He could have ruffed one heart
low and another high, succeeding
not only in practice but whenever
the trumps were 3- 2 and \?Q
came down in four.

The next hand would form a
good subject for Alan Truscott
and his percentages:West dealer
Love a ll

NORTH

+ K J 84
<::? 10
()KJ103
+ KQ74
WEST
EAST
• 72
• Q 10 9 5
\?98742
<::? Q 5
()9752
() Q864
+ 63
J 92
+ A63
\?AKJ63

+

()A
+ A 10 8 5
SOUTIH

It is curious how often the
"safe" trump lead against a
grand slam turns out in this way,
giving the declarer extra chances
because he can now afford to
ruff high.

NORTH
1()

2\?
3+

5NT

2+
4+
7+

No
22

Below we reproduce the September
problems.

Problem No. 5 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone:-

Problem No. 1 (10 points)
l.M.P. scoring, Jove all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH

WEST

NORTH

EAST

2+
4NT

No

NORTH

Problem No. 3 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, game all, the
bidding has gone :NORTH

EAST

1<\/

J+

No

No
2<>

JNT
2+

EAST

No
2+

WEsT

NoRTH

1<\/

1+

EAsT

3<\/
?
South holds:+ K \?Q4 OAKQI05 + J8532. ·
(a) What should South bid?
(b) What should South bid if East
had bid Four Hearts instead of T hree
Hearts?

1<\1

WEST

J+

SouTH

EAST

Db!.
2<\/
3<\/
3<>
?
South holds:+ AQ65 <\/72 OA8 + AKJ85.
What should South bid?

SouTH

NORTH
No

Problem No. 6 (20 points)
l.M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone :-

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:WEST

WEST

Db!.
No
?
South holds:+ 8653:2 <\?AK OAKQ + Q64.
What should South bid?

2NT
No
No
?
South holds:+ A75 <\?K732 010976 + 95.
What should South bid?

SouTH

SOUTH

Problem No. 7 (10 points)
I. M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH

WEST

NORTH

I+

Db!.

EAST
No

?
South holds:+ 64 <\?A9 OAQJ93 + 10874.
(a) What should South bid?
(b) What should South bid if NorthSouth were not vulnerable?

?
South holds:+ KI065 <\?- 09872 + QJ0875.
What :;hould South bid?

Problem No. 4 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, North-South
vulnerable, the bidding has gone:-

Problem No. 8 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:-

SoUTH

WEST

NoRTH

EAsT

SouTH

WEST

NORTH

EAST

10
20

No

3+

Db!.
No

I+
5+
No

No
l <\?
Db!.
?
South holds:+ Q87 <\?Q986 OA32 + KI03.
What should South bid ?

Db!.
No
South holds:+ K4 <\/10852 OKQ74 + 642.
What :~hould South lead?
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Hands of the Month

1st Camrose Trial
South dea ler

Love all

+ K Q 10 9 5
<v'5

0 J93
+ K 764
• 7 3
<::/ KJ762
0 liQ 52
+ Q 109

SOUTH
Clarke
IO
INT
30
4~

I.

N ORTH
Rimington
3+
40

so

No
0 21ed. 12 tricl<s.
SOUTH
N•ORTH
Finlay
Ha.cltwa/d
10
I.
INT
3.
No
4.
~3 led. 9 tricks.

t3

+

A84 2
<V> Q1093
0 K7
+ 8 53

• J 6
<v'A8 4
OA Q864
+ AJ 2
SouTH
PescollDay
10
INT
30

NORTH
Field
I.
3+
40

SOUTH
Endicofl
IO
2+

NORTH
Morley
1.
3+

3~

No
02 1ed. 12 tricks.

(W. Dble.)
No
3NT
4+
No
4.
~ 10 led. 12 tricks.

SOUTH
NORTH
Richardson Griffiths
I.
10
INT
No
+ Bled. 10 tricks.

SOUTH
NORTH
Newman Manning
IO
1.
INT
3.
No
4.
~3 led. II tricks.

S+

so

4.

Six pairs did well to avoid the trap of 3NT, which was bid at the remaining
tables. The usual sequence was: One Diamond-One Spade-1NT- 3NT, and
this contract was defeated by the natural heart lead.
Hearts were also the best lead against Four Spades, but the declarer could still
make the contract against this forcing defence by guessing diamonds correctly.
Possibly the best bidding was by Clarke and Rimington (the eventual winners)
and Field and Pescott-Day. Their contract of Five Diamonds would sometimes
be made when Four Spades could be defeated by a ·forcing defence.
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t
by Ronald Crown

J

1st Camrose Trial
East dealer

North-South vulnerable

• J 7 64
(::} 10 3
0 J 10 4
•

K 10 8 7

+ K 103

+ A Q 985
(::}A KQ 8765

·-

(::} 4 2
O K 987632

.5

05

+ 2
(::} J 9

OAQ
. AQ J 96432
SouTH
Green

WEST

I+
4+
No
No
+ ?led. J I
SOUTH

NORTH

D ble.
No
No

EAST
Tait
No
30
50
No

NORTH

EAST

Saunders Stanley

2+
5+
5~

tricks.
WFST

N e wma11 Langiert Mam1ing Smerdo11

4+
4~
Dble.
No
+ ?led. II tricks.

#

No
No

30
No
No

SOUTH

WEST

NORTH

Sergeant

Clarke

Williams Riming-

EAST
fOil

5~
5+
No
D ble.
No
~A led. JO tricks.

SOUTH
Hiron
I+
4+
Dble.
+ 4 1ed. 12

30
No
No

6+
No

WFST

NORTH

EAST

Top ley

Frances

Spurway

D ble.
6~

No
tricks.

No
20
No
No

2+
No
No

Of the four auctions given, the first led to the par contract of Five Hearts not
doubled, and the second auction was also well-jud ged. At the other two tables
there was a strange double of Four Hearts and an ill-starred lead which enabled
Six Hearts to be made.
The method of scoring in this IJ-table pairs trial was to take as a datum the
average of the seven middle scores on each board, and to i.m.p. each pair's score
against that datum. On this dea l the datum turned! out to be E-W
500, which
seems fair.
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+

The Long Night
by JO E AMSBURY

Shades of Lederer's were
invoked last month when a marathon pairs tournament was held
at the Grand Slam Club, Paddington. With a hefty first prize at
stake and a long way to go, my
partner gave careful thought to
the following hand. The contract
was Four Hearts by South after
a One Club opening by East.
NORTH
+ AQ984
'V1 A J

lost. D uck the club lead, take the
second, play Ace of spades, ruff a
spade, trump to the Ace, drop
Queen (drop chin), ruff another
spade. No King of spades in
three, so ruff the remaining club
with the Jack and, having cleverly
eliminated all of West's black
cards, there is no way of coming
to the closed hand to draw trumps.
Gracefully concede a trump promotion to the 9 of hearts and
go one down. N ever mind, partner, 89 boards to go; surely we
can afford one bad board.
And so the long night wore on.
Plenty of opportunities for good
dummy play, good technique not
always rewarded, but the overall
standard of cut and thrust was
high.
Nearly all the West players
had the following problem. Love
all, partner deals and bids One
Spade, butt-in Two Hearts. You
hold:6
'V1 A 3 2
<> K I0 9 R 4 3
QJ3
What now? Three Diamonds?
Not on your life; obvious danger
that partner will jump to Four
Spades. Double? That's more

09653
+ A4
WEST
EAST
6 53
KJ72
'V1 9 7 6
'V1 Q
0 KJ72
<> A 10 8
732
K QJ65
SOUTH
I0
'V1 K J0 8 5 4 3 2
0 Q4
10 9 8
Duck soup after a club lead.
Lose a club, ruff a club, hope the
trumps behave and lose two diamonds; so it was played at all
tables but m ine. I sat opposite
John Collings, who likes extra
chances. So, try to drop the King
of spades in three to make the
contract cve111 if a trump trick is

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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commercial, and surely they'U
drop a trick or two at this time
in the morning. Unlucky, cold
for an overtrick and 3NT is on
our way. Never mind, sttll 45
boards to go.

continUJation gtves twelve tricks.
North lileld : 732
y> AK42
0 1 8632
+ 2
Not bad, partner, after 60
boards.
Up ithe homt: straight in the
rosy-fingered dawn it seemed to
be a tht·ee-::ornered battle between
Cansino-Sheehan, Hille-Tait and
Frances-Pearlstone, but a good
third session carried Weiss and
Locke into second place. Winners
were Carl Hille and Jimmy (2t per
cent) Tait, who had three aboveaverage sessions and finished with
something to spare. Churlish not
to feature one of their good hands
but th,ey say they did nothing
clever and had the good fortune
to play against some very clever
oppone:nts.

+

Collings climbed cleverly out
of the quagmire on this number:WEST
EAST
+ K 0 I0 9 4
+ VI 10 9 6
VI Q J 8
0 K4
0 A Q I0 9 7
+ KQ9
+ A184 3
He was East and opened One
Diamond. Over the top we went:
One Spade response- Two Clubs
(forcing) by East- Two Hearts
(forcing) by West- Three ClubsFive Clubs. Excellent excuse for a
Collings special- can' t play in
Five Clubs with everyone else in
3NT (he could have bid that ten
minutes ago), so take a deep
breath and try Six Clubs.
Anyway, the play's the thing.
Ace of spades led (after all, it was
4.15 a.m .), ruff it and play + KQ.
North shows up with a singleton,
so draw all the trumps on which
North discards two spades and
one heart. Enter dummy with the
King of diamonds to cash + KQ
on which North pitches first a
small heart then the Ace of hearts.
Finesse against the Jack of diamonds and South shows out.
Exit with a heart to North 's King
and the compulsory diamond

For t he players the whole thing
~as a success. The cards contrived

to make for interesting resultswe once scored a zero for cashing
two Aces against a voluntarily
bid slam. Direction by Percy
Charters-perfection; hospitality
by Dr. Spirer-of the best.
From the carnival spirit as we
sat down to a ham and eggs
breakfast it was very obvious
that we were as one in saying,
Here's to the next time, in
December.
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You Say ...
Readers are invited to send letters on all subjects
to the JB:ditor, B.B.W., 35 Dover Street, London, W.l.

was most surprised to read
Harold Franklin's remarks in
discussing the so-called grand slam
hand from the: Gold Cup. (Page
29 of the AU!gust B.B. W.) He
thinks that "very subtle machinery" would Joe needed to avoid
the t rap of a g.rand slam on these
hands:WEST

West sees that the combined
point count is less than 37 and
therefore coolly passes. Give him
2 more points, a Queen or two
Jacks, and the grand slam is cold.
So that is that, and God save
the English systems of bidding.
N. V. K. SWAMY,
Hyderabad, India

EAST

+ A 9 53
\?A K2
0 AQ62

+ K 107

\?Q J 987
0 K73
+ KQ
+ A3
I wonder if you English folk
have ever heard of a fellow
named Goren'! Long, long back
Goren devised a very simple
method of hantdling the no trump
hands. His prescription is : l n
response to a 2NT opening, the
responder witih 13 or 14 points
(no more, no less), should first
bid Three in a suit and then
jump to 6NT . With only 22
points the opener passes, and with
24 points he goes straight to
7NT. With 23 points he uses his
judgment. So, in the present
case the Goren sequence is:WEST

2NT

3+

Yes, the news had reached us
that 37 points is about the mark
for 7NT on balanced hands. You
have overlooked that, playing Acol
with a maximum 2NT of22 points,
East knew pe1j'ectly well that his
side had at most 35 points and
he was in a position to settle for
6NT just as coolly and somewhat
earlier than your West. Instead,
the two East players irr the Gold
Cup- Phil Topley and HarrisonGray- took note of the good
5-card hearts and were more
ambitious.
Franklin's comment ("The combined values are such that one
cannot reasonably stop short unless
there is some way of determining
the club duplication.") is sound.
Your proposed sequence would not
look so devilishly clever if either
West or East had an ex tra club;

EAST

3\?
6NT
28

or if . Q were replaced with
values elsewhere.
Even on the actual cards, 7 NT
is only marginally less than a fair
contract at i.m.p. scoring.

*

*

of British bridge, they would
perhaps secure the return, for a
longer stay than last time, of the
World Championship to this
country.

K. E.

*

Jimmy Tait is right to speak
up for younger tournament players
(You Say, August B. B. W.) but
it is also true that most of them
realise how much they could
learn from the experts. T his
would be better achieved by increasing the opportunities for
regular match play against them,
rather than having a single challenge match of the sort Tait
mentions.
I suggested recently that the
E. B. U. should arrange matches
such as Young England v. England, or versus the stronger counties, the juniors to be chosen by
Camrose-type trials. The E.B.U .
felt unable to adopt the proposal,
and apart from the annual Young
Players Pairs they do not seem
much concerned.
When you reflect that the cost of
playing in nor-mal tournaments
and congresses is less easily borne
by our younger players, they
seem to me to achieve quite a
surprising amount of success.

STANLEY,

Buckhurst Hill, Essex.

Yes, but it is easier for youngsters to tangle with experts in
bridge than in other things. An
aspiring pugilist cannot spar with
a World champion, but bridge
players can meet the Reeses,
Gardeners, Konstams, etc., in combat. Still, that is inherent in the
game and it is no reason why the
authoriti'es should not do more to
encourage young players. At present, as you say, little is done at
national level, though a few individuals have exerted themselves
nobly without official backing.
In addition to the fact that the
E. B. U. could do more, perhaps
those who, in one way or another,
are professionals, have a duty in
the matter.

*

*

*

Befor·e I saw the September
issue of the B.B.W. I had spent
some time in drafting a somewhat
querulous letter to you. I wrote
as an ordinary club player of
rubber and duplicate. My complaint was about the excessive
number of reports of games played
by exp,etts in various contests.

If our experts devoted less
time to petty squabbles and unconstructive criticism, and worked
instead to improve the standard
29

You may remember that the August issue was composed almost
entirely of this sort of matter.
The September issue changed
all that, untiil I read the threat
that the next issue will revert to
the usual reports.
Can you leave room, yes, plenty
of room, for other topics?
H UGH GARRETT

(Sir Hugh Garrett, K.C.I.E.,c.s.I.)
Devonshire Bridge Club,
Torquay.

We hoped the September number
would be a bonus for the patient
readers who want more items of
general interest, and we're glad
you liked it.
The real solution is to increase
the number of pages and maybe
we shall be able to do that soon.
Meanwhile, our tournament reports, even if not entirely to your
own taste, do aim at instruction as
well as reportage..

*

*
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13 half sessic-ns as against 15 by
Flint and Swimer and 16 by the
vastly expt:rienced Konstam and
Tarlo.
I watched our men most of the
time, but if this critic watched too
1 never saw him do so. So it is
not surprising that his remark is
ill-judged.

*

TERENCE R EESE,

The editor of a contemporary
remarks, in connection with Beirut,
that Konstarn and Tarlo . were
asked to bear far too much of the
brunt of the battle, and that
Swinnerton-Dyer and Barbour
were asked to do far too little.

London, W.l.

*

*

*

Fox-Sbammon Trophy
This opening event of the
London season attracted an entry
of 30 teams playing 50 boards.
It was well won by Mrs. Rye's
team (Mr. and Mrs. Albuquerque,
J. Flint) from Dr. Lee's team,
Miss Bishop's, and HarrisonGray's.

As a matter of recorded fact,
Swinnerton-Dyer and Barbour
played in every match except
against Italy and played altogether
30

Turkish Delight
by P. SW INNERTON-JDYER

The Istanbul Bridge Club was
formed some six years ago and
rapidly outgrew its original home
at the Hilton Hotel. After two
years it moved to the Pera Palace
Hotel, which has been the scene
of many spy thrillers in fiction.
Here, too, in the Second World
War, was exploded the bomb
which failed in its purpose of
killing Herr Von Papen.
Enthusiasm for bridge is enormous. This year the chairman and
committee decided to invite a
foreign team to Istanbul, to
measure their own players'
strength and to absorb new
ideas. Their leading player, Mr.
Adnan Benjenk, volunteered to
go to Cannes at the time of the
World Pairs to see what could be
done, armed with an official
invitation and accoutred with
much persuasive charm. Britain
was fortunate enough to be top
of the list to be approached and
five members of our two official
teams in Beirut were able to make
the trip; these were Dimmie
Fleming (my collaborator in writing this account of our visit), Mrs.
Durran and Mrs. Whitaker, Ken
Barbour and I. Supporters of
the team were welcomed and were

invited to take part in all the
events except the official match
between the British team and the
Istanbul Club ; so we were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. P.
Broke and Maurice Weissberger,
with Anthea Broke and Sheila
Fleming reducing the average age
and the solemnity of the touring
party.
We were met at the airport and
driven to the banksofthe Bosphorous fo1r an open air luncheon at
one of the villages. After a rest
and a cocktail party came the
qualifying round of the pairs
championship. A local rule, much
appreciated by the tourists, was
that "in case of accidents" all the
British pairs would qualify. It
happened that the rule did not
have to be invoked for either the
team or the supporters; Mrs.
Fleming-Mrs. Whitaker won their
qualifying section, while Barbour
and I won the other. ln the 16pair final, Mrs. Fleming-Mrs.
Whitaker finished two tops ahead
of a Turkish pair, with two of the
other three British pairs finishing
fifth and sixth.
I. Mrs. Fleming- Mrs.
Whitaker
272
2. Laytes- Dagli
242
31

3. Anavi- Behar
4. Danon-Bebert
5. Barbour--SwinnertonDyer
6. Mrs. Dunan- Weissberger
7. Boysan- Bigat

240
. 237
233
212
209

AU the competitions were
directed by Mr. Haluk Eratak,
who was well known in London
during the war and whose surname inevitablly gave rise to puns
at that time.
Next day 24 of the Istanbul
Club players, who would not be
playing in the big match, took
part in a series of four short
matches against the British team
and its supporters. The score was
3-1 to the visitors.
The last day of our visit was
devoted to the representative
match and th<e farewell d inner.
Ha ndsome trophies were given
to the pairs winners by three
Turkish newspapers, and the
I stanbul Club presented salvers
to the winners of the match. The
touring team won this narrowly
(13 i.m.p.s.).

will give a good account of themselves. Turkish players have had
little contact with players in other
countries but their standard is
high, especially in the play of the
cards. Simple systems are played
- Acol, CAB and Goren, all
learnt from books. But the
bidding is influenced by the
theory that partscores are not
worth much and one should be in
any game which is not down in
top tricks; or perhaps they feeJ
that kibitzers deserve their
money's worth. H owever, this
style tests one's card play, and in
this they are formidable. Not
many British players would have
seen the dangers on this hand:East dealer
East-West vulnerable
NORTH

• to 7 2
<y'A53
0 742
+ 10963
W EST

EAST

• 64
y> KJ86
0 63
+ KQ874

Big crowds watched play
throughout the visit and the
interest shown by the Turkish
press may result in the formation
of a national federation. When
the time come:s for Turkey to
apply for me~mbership of the
European Bridge League, they

+ A8
'V' Ql07 2
0 QJ 8 5
+ AJ 2

SOUTH

+
'V'
O
+

KQJ953
94
AKl09
5

The bidding was the same at
both tables: East opened One
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Heart, South bid Two Spades
and West shot Four Hearts to
induce a sacrifice at the vulnerability. North duly took the bait
with Four Spades and this was
doubled.

played the following hand in Two
Spades, which was enough for
game.
NORTH

•
CVJ
O
+

When T urkey were NorthSouth, the declarer received a
club lead and ruffed the second
trick. He led a high spade and
East won with the Ace, which
meant that there were now enough
entries to dummy to pick up t he
diamonds without loss. East could
not much be blamed ; if ever a
dummy looked innocuous this
Nor th hand did, and life is not
long enough to look for a problem
on every hand.

Q J 63
Q
KQJ10 84
Q7

WEST
+ AI054
CVJ K972
<> 6 5
+ Kl 0 6

EAST

+ 9

<v> J 10 4
<) A9 73
+ J9 532

SOUTH

+

K8 7 2
CVJ A 8653

02
+ A84

A diamond was led and won
·
by
East, who returned the suit,
It looks as though you can
the
declarer throwing a club. A
always make Four Spades by
third
round of diamonds was
double-finessing the diamonds,
trumped
by West, South throwing
but try it on the defence put up
another
club,
and a club was led
by Mr. Benjenk when he was
to
the
Ace.
South could now
East. Clubs were led and the
have
made
ten
tricks by drawing
declarer ruffed the second round
trumps,
but
tbis
would have been
high. + Q was led and ducked
and materialregarded
as
a
vulgar
and a second trump won by
istic
play,
unsuited
to that hour
East, who returned a heart to
of
night.
Instead
he
continued
dummy's Ace. When North led
with
Ace
of
hearts
and
a heart
a diamond East put in an honour
r
uff,
club
ruff,
another
heart
r uff,
and, wriggle as he might, t he
and
a
fourth
diamond
ruffed
with
declarer had to go down one.
the King of spades and overWhen the serious events were ruffed with the Ace. West played
over we played some rubber a fourth heart which was ruffed
bridge and I had the advantage in dummy, leaving this position :of Mr. Benjenk as a partner. He
(see next page)
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to make two tricks but to make
them in an interesting way. Mr.
Benjenk did tl)is by leading a diamond from dummy: East ruffed
with the nine of spades-and discovered that his partner was
caught in a smother play.
Perhaps you think that this was
due to chance rather than design;
but serendipity is one of the assets
of any good bridge player. Certainly it was a quality which was
displayed by the members of our
party when they accepted the
invitation to visit this new bridge
community; the hospitality and
warmth of welcome could not
have been surpassed.

NORTH

• Q
~
J8

<>
+WEST

• 10 5
~

<>+K

SOUTJH

• 87
~8

<>+-

Apparently iin Turkey you have
still not done enough at this
point, and the· ~roblem is not just

Rurgged Individualism
by BARBAROSSA

So-called individual competitions, the object of which is to
produce a single over-all winner,
are rightly unpopular with many
pundits. Since each player is required to play one round with
and two rounds against every
other competitor, there are, inevitably, many complaints from
practitioners whose skill appears
to them to have been inadequately rewa1rded in the final
placings. These complaints centre
around the umeven quality of the
other players, the disproportionate part played by sheer luck, the

alleged making of deliberate
chucks by enemies, and so forth.
Some idea of the amount of
luck involved may be gathered
from the following hand, taken
from one such event of supposedly
high standing in which all the
players, theoretically at any rate,
were experts. On this particular
round I was not pleased to find
myself partnered by an ancient
worthy whom I had previously
taken to be a spectator. However, he had apparently accumulated the 150 master points which
entitled him to be recognised by
34

the English Bridge Union as a
master player so there was no
escape. We agreed to play a
system known as the Giggleswick
Diamond, a tortuous concoction
of mis-applied and conflicting
principles put together by a wellintentioned provincial theorist,
according to which practically
every bid was forcing and opening
bids in the major suits were very
strong. By no means my favourite
methods, but partner insisted and
I acceded reluctantly.
West dealer
North-South vulnerable
NORTH

• 10 8
<y)AK Q9
0 AK7
. AQ43
W EST

EAST

+ AQJ97 3 2
<y) J843

• 6 54
<:/ 1075
0 9 54 2
• 876

.2
03

SOUTH

+
<y)
O
.

K
62
QJI086
KJI095

I held the West cards as dealer,
and, over-confidently perhaps,
opened One Heart. North doubled
and partner made the cunning
Giggleswick response of One
Spade. Over South's feeble effort
of Two Diamonds I did not feel
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called on to contribute further.
but when North bid Three Hearts
my partner persisted with Four
Hearts. Hoping for the best, I
passed in my turn but North
could scarcely wait to double.
The play was remarkably
straightforward. Having read in
some book on card play of the
advantages of drawing two trumps
for one, North decided to scotch
any possible cross-ruff and led
out the Ace, IGng, Queen and
another heart. An admirable
principle but, in view of South·s
singleton IGng of spades, an unfortunate occasion on which to
apply it. Two down, with a
vulnerable slam on for the opponents, was a very good score and,
not without irony, I congratulated my partner on the excellence
of his system. As I had rather
expected, we played the next two
hands in silence since he was
speechless with rage, but it happened that the opponents had the
declaration in each case.
The sequel was not so happy.
lt turned out that, of the ancient's
150 master points, 149 had been
obtained by fraud and all his
scores in the individual tournament were declared invalid. But
to those of my readers who like
to try something fresh, 1 can
now confidently recommend the
Giggleswick Diamond. Sans recow·s, as the bankers say.

SINfGLE DUMMY PLAYS
by EWART KEM PSON and PAUL LUKACS

(Nicholas Vane, 8s. 6d.)
Reviewed by ALBERT D O R MER

Ewart Kempts on's second book of bridge problems can be thoroughly
recommended as good value for money, particularly to those who
will not mind the occasional overworked metaphors in the narrative
parts. He has had the collaboration of Mr. Lukacs, the well-known
Hungarian anaJyst, and one's first impression is that the analysis is
of a very high class.
There are 64 problems, set out first as ordinary declarer problems,
then repeated with all four hands and an exposition of the correct line
of play. Some of the problems are very clever, a few are somewhat
contrived, but all are interesting.

()ne

Hundred Up

Conducted by ALAN H IRON

October Competition
A panel of experts will answer the questions and the marking of the
competition wi 11 be determined by, though not necessarily in strict ·
proportion to, the votes of the panel.
The following prizes are offered for the best sets of answers:FIRST PRIZE
SECO ND AND THIRD PRIZES
Two Guineas.
One Guinea.
Please read' these rules carefully. No competitor may send in more
than one entry. Only annual subscribers to the B.B.W. are eligible
for prizes.
Answers should be sent to One Hundred Up, British Bridge World,
35 Dover Street, London, W.l , to arrive not later than first post on
November 1. S ome latitude will be given to overseas competitors.
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Problem No. 1 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, love all, the
bidding has gone:SoUTH WEST
NORTH EAST
No
No
I+
No
2+
No
3+
?
South holds:+ KJ 5 ~83 015 + AKJ632.
What should South bid ?

Problem No. 5 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, love all, the bidding has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
10
No
No
No
2+

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
10
No
No
J~
No
2+
No
20
No
3+
?
South holds:+ J542 ~AKQ8 0762 + 83.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 6 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
1~
D ble.
2~
No
3~
No
?
South holds:+ J854 ~4 OA862 + QJ83.
What should South bid?

?
South holds :+ Q5 ~A42 O KQ + K87543.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 7 (20 points)
I .M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEST
NoRTH EAST

Problem No. 3 (10 points)
J.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
1+
No
No
20
No
?
South holds:+ AI04 ~A O J1073 + A10863.
What should South bid ?

·~
20
?
South holds:+ Q ~Q1082 0A54 + AQ864.
(a) What should South bid?
(b) What should South bid if East
had passed.
Problem No. 8 (10 points)
I .M.P. scoring, East-West vulnerable,
the bidding has gone:SoUTH WEST
NORTH EAST
2+
No
3~
No
4NT
No
50
No
7~
No
No
No
East-West are playing the Culbertson
4NT.
South holds:+ 632 ~Q74 O Q853 + Jt09.
Which card should South lead?

P roblem No. 4 (20 points)
J.M.P. scoring, love aJJ, the bidding
has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
20
No
No
30
?
South holds:+ J05 ~KQ OAKQJ1076 +J9.
(a) Do you agree with South's Two
Diamond opening? If not, what alternative do you prefer?
(b) What should South bid now?
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One Hundred Up
Conducted by ALAN TRUSCOTT
September solutions: I f you did not enter for the September competition, try your
hand at the problems on page 23 before reading how the experts voted.
The panel for the September competition consisted of the following
sixteen experts: M. Buckley, E. Crowhurst, A. Dormer, G. C. H. Fox, A.
Hiron, Mrs. Markus, J. Nunes, T.
Reese, D. Rimington, C. Rodrigue, R.
Sharples, and N. Smart, all of London
and the H ome Counties; C. E. Phillips
of Cheshire; P. Swinnerton-Dycr of
Cambridge; J. Besse of Rome; and H .
Filarski of Amsterdam.
Problem No. l ( 10 points)
l.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH
EAST
No
2+
2NT
4NT
No
No

?
South holds:+ A75 C::,K732 0 10976 + 95.
What should South bid?
Ansll'er: No Bid, 10; Five Diamonds,
8; Five Hearts or 5NT, 4.
Tl:e panel's vote: 8 for No Bid; 6 for
Five Diamonds (Besse, Buckley, Crowhurst, Phillips, Rodrigue and Swinnerton-Dyer); 1 for Five Hearts (Dormer);
and 1 for 5NT (Mrs. Markus).
Sharples registered a slight complaint
about the 2NT response, indicating that
he reserves this bid for a 4- 3- 3- 3 shape,
while the conductor-designate was a
prey to doubt:
HtRON: "No Bid. J"m lost. What
did 2NT show? An Ace and a King
etc., with no biddable suit (old-fashioned
Acol); 8 points including two Kings
(Acol Today); 7-9 points (Baron); or

an unl imited hand with no particularly
good suit? On any basis, except perhaps the last, I have a minimum, so 1
pass.''
There was general agreement that
4NT is natural. If South had wanted
to bid 4NT conventionally, he wou ld
have bid his suit at the Three-level first.
The general feeling is that South has
nothing in reserve for his positive
response, and tbat the combined values
arc not quite sufficient for 6NT. North
should have a balanced 25- 26, i.e. a
3NT rebid over T wo D iamonds, which
gives a combined count of 32 or 33. If
there is a four-four fit in a red suit,
there should be a good play for twelve
tricks.
Reese thought that investigation
would be perilous, but some were
ready to explore.
B uCKLEY: "Five Diamonds. There
should be a slam if we can find a 4-4
fit; if not, we stop in 5NT. Obviously
there is a danger of going one down in
that precarious contract, or of finding
that our 4-4 fit includes two losers in
trumps. But how smug we can feel if
we succeed: and yo~.o'rc only young
once.,.
A high-level Stayman of Five Clubs
was considered by Phill ips and also by:
CROWHURST: "Five Diamonds. Anyone who is tempted to sneer at 'scientific'
bids like Five Clubs or Five Diamonds
on the grounds that they might lead to
a slam in a weak suit should reflect that
if we have to lose two tricks in any 4-4
trump suit, the balanced nature of our
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hands makes it unlikely that twelve
tricks would be e:asy in no trumps."
Mrs. Markus was ready to leave
partner the last word by making one
further effort wirth 5NT. This seems a
good way to make sure that partner
wiU have to carry the responsibility
for the wrong cc•ntract.
The other lone; flight:
DORMER: "Five He:arts. Searching
for a 4-4 fit. Lf partner's 25 points
include good controls and four-card
he:arts, we should be able to make
beautiful music tc~>gether. Our hand is a
minimum in points, but a maximum in
slam potential, with an Ace, a King and
a doubleton. If partner cannot cooperate, 5NT shc:>uld be safe.
"The furthest-out cats may recommend Five Diamonds, but then there
is the danger that partner will place us
with a quite dece1~t suit on which we did
not care to ma.ke the jump bid of
Three Diamonds' on the first round.
Conversely, he will not expect a better
heart suit than Kxxx, since we did not
bid Two Hearts.'''
But the other!! will be in a strong
position in the po•st-mortem too. Besse,
Crowhurst and Swinnerton-Dyer a.re
all prepared to mc;et rough weather with
the spurious cia im that they regard
Five Diamonds as Blackwood."

Problem No. 2 (JO points)
Rubber bridge, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SOUTH
WFST'
NORTH EAST
1~

DbI.
30
3~
?
South holds:+ AQ65 ~72 OA8 + AKJ85.
What should South bid?
Answer: Doubf,e, 10; Four Clubs, 9;
Four Hearts, 5; Four Diamonds or
Five Diamonds, 4.
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The panel's vote: 6 for Double; 6 for
Four Clubs (Besse, Filarski, Hiron,
Mrs. Ma.rlrus, Smart and Rodrigue);
2 for Four Hearts (Rimington and
Crowhurst); I for Four Diamonds
(Reese); 1 for Five Diamonds (Phillips).
I have given a casting vote in favour
of the double because the a.rguments
seem impressive.
SwrNNERTON-Dyer: "Double. With
at le:ast four tricks in my hand and
something to come from partner, this
should show a plus score; and such
doubles a.re always liable to hit the jackpot. (East is liable to overbid in such
cases, because his trumps are so strong
that he thinks be cannot be doubled.)
Partner is under no compulsion to le:ave
the double in- for he knows that I
cannot be loaded with trumps, and so
must have the sort of hand 1 have.
Moreover no other bid is at all attractive. It is difficult to assess the right
level for a diamond raise, for this
depends on how good partner's suit is.
The alternative bid of Four Clubs does
not show the full strength of the hand;
and the spades are of no interest unless
partner can bid them."
This covered nea.rly all the doubling
arguments. Sharples rega.rded a minor
suit game as doubtful, and so preferred
the penalty. Fox was attracted by the
thought of a rubber bridge score-pad
showing a game up and 300 above the
line. And Nunes indicated that he
would le:ad a trump.
I suspect that some of these arguments
might have won some converts from
the other panelists, as only two of them
appear to have considered doubling:REES£: "Four Diamonds. Sufficient,
for partner may have stretched to enter
at the Three-level. Premature to double
Three He:arts, for you can probably
make Four Diamonds."

FlLARSKI: "Four Clubs. T he only
alternative is a double-but South w ill
not feel happy if North turns up with
+ Qxxx."
But North can be expected to remove
the double if he has four cards in either
black suit.
T he Four Clubbers hoped to preserve
all possible game options:
RODRIGUE: "Four Clubs. l am
certainly not going to die at this stage,
but my diamonds could hardly be
worse. Partner should read me for a
strong double with a good five-card
suit, probably no more than two diamonds and with four spades."
Another way of preserving options:
CROWHURST: "Four Hearts. As usual
when I hold the best hand at the table,
a miniature Promenade Concert strikes
up before I have a chance to bid it
descriptively. Four H earts conveys the
strength and offers the best chance of
finding the best game. This will probable be Five Diamonds, but there is
still the fai nt chance that North will be
able to mention one oT the black suits."
Problem No. 3 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, game all, the
bidding has gone:SouTH
WEsT
NORTH
EAST
1(,7
No
I+
?
South holds:+ 64 (,7A9 OAQJ93 + 10874.
(a) What shoul d South bid?
(b) What should South bid if NorthSouth were not vulnerable?
Answer to (a): Two Diamonds, 10;
INT, 7; Two Spades, 2NT, or Three
Diamonds, 4.
The panel's vote: 9 for Two Diamonds; 4 for INT (Besse, Rimington,
Rodrigue and Smart); I for Two Spades
(Phillips); I for 2NT (Mrs. Markus);
and I for Three D iamonds (Crowhurst).
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A number of angles arise from this
relatively simp le situat ion. The majority
regard T wo Diamonds as mildly constructive but not forcing.
REESE: " Two Diamonds. Jt would
be matchpoiotitis run mad to pass One
Spade for the better score. A good
reason for introducing T wo D iamonds
is that a no trump contract may be on."
Among the sufferers from the malady
mentioned by Dr. Reese was:
BESSE: "One No Trump. May be an
underbid, but where arc we going with
2NT, or Two Diamonds or Three
Diamonds? lf North rebids his spades
I shall raise, of course.''
Phillips chooses Two Spades because
Two Diamonds might produce an
inferior match-point score, and there
are two more aggressive choices:
MRs MARKUS: "Two No Trumps.
The only possible game contract should
be JNT , unless partner can produce
Four Spades."
CROWHURST: "Three D iamonds. Vulnerable overcalls wh ich do not deprive
the opponents of bidding space should
be more than just a noise and should
have a constructive purpose, so there
must be a chance of game. The oneround force of T hree Diamonds seems
the best way to investigate. l may pass
Three Spades, but perhaps North will
make a more encouraging response.
Three Diamonds is clearly preferable to
T wo D iamonds which is in no way
constructive, and to Two Hearts, which
is forcing all the way to game according
to the latest authorities."
Answer to (b): Two Diamonds, 10;
One No Trump, 5.
The panel's vote: 12 for Two D iamonds; 4 for INT (Besse, Crowhurst,
Rimington and Smart).
The Two D iamond bidders hold their
ground and get three recruits who are

influenced by the possibility that
North's spade suit and his general
strength may now be weaker.
RODRIGUE: " Two Diamonds. As
partner's overcall could be weaker, not
vulnerable, there may be some competitive bidding; a~nd I want to show my
suit, not only to indicate a lead if we
become defenders but also in order that
partner should realise that my support
in his suit is tenuo•us when I go to Two
Spades over Two Hearts. Apart from
which, this may be the best spot anyway."
Also changing ground:

Half the panel were ready to stride
confidently into game, although some
of them were not quite sure what game
would be reached.
RODRIGuE: " Three Diamonds. Partner should have at least nine black
cards, so I can raise Three Spades to
Four Spades expecting a 5-card suit.
As my action over Four Clubs is not
part of the question, I do not feel
compelled to elaborate further."
SWINNERTON-DYER: "Three D iamonds. This may merely defer the
problem-but that puts it off for a
month and probably (with the change
of conductor) for ever. An immediate
no trump bid would grossly overstate
the diamond holding. Two Hearts
would be more attractive if it were just
a force, but in my view it would show a
genuine suit."
Other Three Diamond bidders rejected Two Hearts for the same reason,
so they had better not play with Besse
or Reese.
In the middle of the road:
FILARSKI: "T~o No Trumps. Not
so much because of the diamond Ace,
but West's hearts may be psychic, and
North will be able to judge. South's
hand seems too good on this biddingsomething will be rotten."
And the two pessimists:
BucKLEY: "Two Spades. Something
of an underbid, one must admit. But
there is no guarantee yet of a playable
suit, and some indication of bad breaks.
At pairs partner may not be full value
for his double."
PHILLIPS: " Three Clubs. 2NT looks
unpromising with only a single stop in
the opponent's long suit. I prefer
Three Clubs to Two Spades because, if
partner had a long spade suit, he might
have bid it instead of doubling."
A surprising decision at pairs scoring.

CROWH.URST: " One No T rump. At
this vulnerability partner may have
decided to make ;a tactical overcall on
seaweed, and it will probably be prudent
to take it gently.. !NT should show
something like 1<0-12 points, and is
mildly constructive. So much cannot
be said of Two Diamonds, which is a
mere rectification of contract, or Two
Spades, which c:an be purely preemptive at this sco•re."

Problem No. 4 (JiO points)
Match-point
pairs, North-South
vulnerable, the bidlding has gone:SOUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
J()

No
I~
Dbl.
2()
?
South holds:+Q87 ~Q986 ()A32 +KJ03.
What should South bid?
Answer: Three Diamonds, 10; 2NT,
8; Two Hearts, 7; Two Spades or Three
Clubs, 4.
The panel's vot.e: 8 for Three D iamonds; 4 for 2NT (Crowhurst, Filarksi,
Rimington and Sharples); 2 for Two
Hearts (Besse and Reese); J for Two
Spades (Buckley); and I for Three
Clubs (Phillips).
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Problem No. 5 (JO points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the
has gone:.SoUTH WEST
NORTH
No
No
lNT

20

2.

bidding

(Guy Ramsey in the Daily Telegraph)

EAST
No
2+
No

THE

South holds:• 86532 y>AK OAKQ + Q64.
What should South bid?
Answer: No Bid, 10· 3NT 9· 2NT
8; Three Diamonds,
The panel's vote: 6 for No Bid; 6 for
3NT (Fox, Mrs. Markus, Nunes,
Phillips, Sharples and SwinnertonDyer); 3 for 2NT (Besse, Dormer and
Smart); and l for Three Diamonds
(Crowhurst).
This is the marking headache to end
all marking headaches. When a problem
turns on valuation, the conductor is
entitled to expect the normal bellshaped frequency curve well-known to
statisticians. In other words, the
majority of votes will be for a middleof-the-road action which can be given
the top marks. Jn this case there are
three, or perhaps four, votes for a
middle-of-the-road action, and exactly
six for each extreme. My casting vote
has been given to No Bid, because the
pessimistic arguments seem the stronger:

s.'

The new, true classic of bridge

' '

'

BUCKLEY: "No Bid. The 16 points
in the red suits are probably going to
produce just their five tricks, and on
this bidding you may be doubled in
3NT, which substantially worsens the
odds."
·
REEsE: "No Bid. You do not have to
press for game in spades with a partner
who did not raise One Spade to Two
Spades; nor do I fancy 3NT, though
we may have the points. West probably
has a singleton club and nothing wiJI
break."
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EXPERT GAME
by Terence Reese

Edward Arnold Ltd.

lls. 6d.

The 3NT brigade stake their hopes
on the fact that East is unlikely to be
able to do much with his club suit:
PHILLIPS: "Three No Trumps. In
spades t here are likely to be two losers
in each of the black suits. In no trumps
we should come to the same nine tricks:
the bidding places West with a singleton
club and East with something like six
to the Ace-King but- since he failed to
open the auction-no side entry."
SWINNERTON-DYER:
" Three
No
Trumps. There is a dear inference that
partner's clubs are good, for he now
thinks he has a raise to Two Spades and
yet originally preferred to bid 1NT.
Thus he has pictures outside spades and
thinks they will be useful. A heart lead
may defeat 3NT, but there is no reason
why they should be led, and North
may have y>Q."
And the small, select,. centre party:
SMART: "Two No Trumps. Much
depends on whether we can get the
spades going after opponents have lost
a tempo by leading a diamond. A
spade contract above the Two level is
likely to founder under the weight of
club ruffs."
DoRMER: " Two No Trumps. North
should have good three-card spades and
other bits. West would get at least one
ruff in a spade contract, so no trumps
is better. The hand may play below its
face value and a slight underbid is in
order."

Problem 'o. 6 (20 points)
l. M. P. scoring., North-South vul nerable, the tidding has gone:SOUTH
WEST
NORTH

IC\7

I+

?
South holds:+ K C\?Q4 OAKQ105 + J8532.
(a) What should South bid?
(b) What sholllld South bid if East
had bid Four H<~arts instead of Three
Hearts?
A11swer to (a): Four D iamonds, JO;
Three Spades, 8; Four Hearts or Four
Spades, 6; Three No Trumps, 5.
The panel's I'O·t e: 8 for Four D iamonds; 4 for Three Spades (Dormer,
Mrs. Markus, Phillips and SwinnertonOycr).
I can think of a lot of adjectives to
describe Four D iamonds, and none
are complimentary. Hardly any arguments were addutced, except the leaddirecting value against Four Hearts. I
cannot see why South should expect
diamonds to be tlhe right denomination
for his side, and having to give top
marks to such a bid fills me with
horror. I suppose I could always
resign.
Only one Four Diamond bidder made
a sensible comment:
SMART: "Four Diamonds. Hating it."
T here were eight votes for other
action, and perhaps I could have
argued that · the panel was divided
equally between pro-diamondists and
anti-diamondists, and given my casting
vote to the latter.
PHILLIPS: " T hree Spades. There is
li ttle partner can have but a long a nd
powerful spade :suit; the expectation
is that we shall lose four tr icks in hearts
and clubs."
DORMER: " Thncc Spades. Everyone
else seems to be bidding our hand, but

we came here to bid too. I reckon that
at worst Three Spades may be passed
out and defeated when we could have
beaten T hree Hearts. If, on the other
hand, the enemy bid Four Hearts and
partner goes Four Spades, that could
very well be the correct move for us."
SwaNNERTON - OYER: "Three Spades.
The trump support is ample after a
vulnerable overcall, and one can really
count qu ite a lot of playing tricks. If
pa rtner presses on to F our Spades he
may make it, especially if he has OJ
(which will be needed as an entry).
This argument is developed more
strongly by:
HaRON : "Four Spades. For a start
it may even be on, but if West has
enough material to double, then East
has the filthiest T hree Heart bid on
record and .I expect him to run-if not
immediately, then after my redouble.
If West passes, then East is likely to
·sacrifice' anyhow. One thing is certain
- partner has a good spade suit."
That figures. This pa nelist can have
my special prize for the best bid of the
month. (67 local points- but wait till
he tries to bank them.) Equally original
but less convincing:
BuCKL.EY: "Three N o Trumps. If
partner's spades are all that good, he
will go back to Four Spades. Meanwhile there are any number of chances
of not losi ng five heart tricks in 3NT.
D oes anyone rea lly think that Four
Hearts would be read as anything but
an agreement of spades?"
Yes.
Crowhurst and Sharples
favoured Four Hearts on t he grounds
that North may have a secondary minor
suit which he will now bid. Failing
that his spade suit must be good enough
for Four Spades. A reasonable argument, but it wi ll not tempt East-West
into an expensive phantom sacrifice.
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Answer to (b): Double 10; Four
Spades, 7; No Bid or 4NT, 4.
The panel's vote: II for Double; 3 for
Four Spades (Besse, Crowhurst and
Phillips); I for No Bid (Dormer); and
I for 4NT (Filarski).
Most were content to show values in
the knowledge that North could bid on
if he wished. Changing his ground for
interesting reasons:
HtRON: " Double. Now the situation
is not so advantageous tactically. On
East's methods he may have made a
weak pre-emptive raise already, and
presumably his partner will be aware
of this. I'll take a plus score."
Not so sure about the plus score was:
DORMER: "No Bid. This time we
must resign ourselves to our role as a
bird in a gilded cage. The enemy have
outmanoeuvred us a nd, whi le they can't
have the material to justify their bidding,
that isn't to say that they won't make
th eir contract."
The opposite extreme:
FtLARKSt: ''Four No Trumps. A
gamble-hoping for a freak, in which
North-South can make something in
the minors. Or opponents may be
pushed to Five Hearts."
P roblem No. 7 (10 points)
l.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:WEST
SouTH
NORTH EAST
Obi.
No
J+
?
South holds:+ KJ065 \7- 09872 + Q10875.
What should South bid?
Answer: One Spade, JO; One Diamond, 9; No Bid, 4.
The panel's vote: 8 for One Spade;
7 for One Diamond (Buckley, Crowhurst, Dormer, Hiron, Nunes, Phillips
and Sharples); I for No Bid (Mrs.
Markus.)
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Some thought One Spade was automatic, but I suspect they did not consider the repercussions. Seven panelists
did:
CROWHURST: " One Diamond. A
little mental arithmetic is needed. West
is unlikely to have more than four
hearts; East would probably have
introduced a long heart suit after the
double; and partner therefore almost
certainly has at least five hearts. Our
bidding on this jejune collection must
therefore be planned in the knowledge
that partner will probably introduce
his unwelcome heart suit at a later
stage, and for this reason it must be
better for us to start with the lowerranking suit. We can later convert
hearts to spades while the bidding is
still at a manageably low level."
Some helpful advice for the new
conductor:
BucKLEY : " One Diamond. You
should have a good problem for next
month: what to do when partner makes
his likely bid of Two Hearts over a One
Spade response. Even if partner has
four spades you won't make game
unless he can bid over One Diamond."
Only two of the spade bidders dealt
with til:: heart argument.
Fox: "One Spade. Admittedly North
may next bid Two Hearts; in that case
1 will risk Two Spades. He must be
short in clubs and the hand may play
on a cross-ruff. To bid One Diamond
in order to bid One Spade over Two
Hearts may result in being put back to
Two Diamonds on dubious support."
I doubt that. At any rate you will
not miss a four-four fit by bidding a
diamond, and your procedure risks
playing in a 4-2 fit if partner shape is
2- 5-4-2.
SMART: "One Spade. So that when
partner proudly djsplays his heart suit

we can bid no trumps with an air of
finality."
The third choice::
MRS. MARKUS : " No Bid. A rare
occasion, but I cannot see any advantage in bidding. If an opponent removes,
partner is at least .aware that my length
and strength is in dubs."
Problem No. 8 ( 10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the biddi ng
has gonc:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH
No
DbI.
DbI.
No
South holds:+ K4 <yl l 0852 O KQ74 + 642.
What should South lead?
Answer: A club, 10 ; King of spades, 3.
The panel's vote: 14 for a club; 2 for
King of spades (Mrs. Markus and
Rodrigue).
As Buckley noted, this was a hand
from an anci~nt issue of the B.B.W.

The general view was that a trump lead
is essential to reduce dxlar ;r's crossruff chances.
REESE: "Two of clubs. Unimaginative, but with two side entries it seems
the obvious game to play. It is not as
though you will need a ruff yourself to
to beat this contract."
Rodrigue wanted the maximum penalty and felt that spades was unlikely
to be the enemy's shortage. Similarly:
MRS. MARKUS: " King of spades.
T he oppOnents must ha ve a side suit,
and it is not certain that I shall get in
often enough to lead clubs-one
opponent may hold a singleton diam!>nd. As we might easily have a game
on, I am going all out to score 500."

•

•

•

In signing off after 2! years as
Conductor, I should like to thank the
many panelists and readers who have
sent me problems. These have always
been carefully considered, although only
a minoritv could be u!>ed.

RESULT OF SEPTEMBER COMPETITION
High scores proved easy to come by this month. I was puzzled on problem l to
receive a number of five spade votes from solvers, until l realised that this was a
response to a Culbertson 4NT bid. Unless specially instructed, solvers would be
well advised to a:ssume that Blackwood is in operation. I n this particular case
4NT must be natUlfal. A raise from 2NT to 4NT is virtually always natural, and is
clearly so when no suit has been genuinely bid.
Max. 100
Winner
N. F. CHOULARTON, 55 Bradfield Road , Stretford, Manchester
95
Second and Third equal
J. T. NAYLOR, 4.S Park Grove, Derby
94
DR. J. F. SuvvnR, Borneslaan 29, Hilversum, Holland
94
Other leading s<:ores: N. F. MORLEY, 92; A. A. PESCOTT-0AY, 91; J. E. BORRELL
and J. TAYLOR, 89; MRS. T . SIMONS, 88; R. A. MACLEOD, 87; MISS J . KERBY and
D. H. KINO, 85.
Two further goo:>d scores in the August competition were: R . WALSH, California,
86; R. E. KIBLER" Chicago, 82.
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Directory of E.B.U. Affiliated
Clubs
BERKS lURE
READING BRIDGE Cr.ue. 35 Jesse Terrace,
Reading. Tel. ReadUIS 52136. Hon. Sec.
C. T. HoUoway. Slakes 3d. Partnership.
6nt Saturday Evening each month, 1st and 3rd
Tuesday afternoon eacb month, and every
Thursday evening. Duplica1e every Monday
evening.
HANTS
BoURENMOUTH, GROVE ROAD BRIDGE CLUBEast Cliff Cottage, 57 Grove Road, Bournemouth 24311. Hon. Sec., Mn. Moss. Stakes
3d. Partnership, Thurs. and Sat. aft., Sun.
evening. Duplicate, 1st Wed., 3rd Fri.
SOUTHAMPTON, SuTHERLAND BRIDGE CLu2 Rocks tone Place. Tel.: 25291 or 73656. Hon.
Sec., Mrs. Cahalan. Stakes 2d. Partnenhip :
Tues. eve. and Wed. aft. Cut-in: Mon. and Fri.
an., Tbun. and Sat. eve. Duplicate: 3rd Mon.
eve. (Sept. to May).
WESSEX Cw-Lindsay Manor, Lindsay
Road, Boumemouth.
Westboume 640341.
Hon. Sec., The Secretary. Stakes 6<1. and 2d.
Partnership, 6<1. Mon. an. and Wed. evening
2d. Partnership Tues. an. and Friday aft.
Duplicate 1st, 2nd and 41h Friday evening in each
month.

HERTS
HoooESDON BRIDGE CLUB- High Street,
Hoddesdon. Hoddcsdon 3813. Hon. Sec.
W. Lamport. Stakes Jd. Partnership, alternate
Wed. afternoons. D uplicate, Tues. evening.
ISLE OF WIGHT
SHANXUN, CRAIOMORE BRIDGE Ct.u-Howard
Road, Shanklin, I. W. Shanklin 2940. Hon.
Sec. , J. S. Danby. Stakes 2d. D uplicate Mon.
(Oct. 10 May). Partnership, Tues. and Fri.
KENT
WEST KENT CLU-12 Boyne Park, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent. Tunbridge Wells 21513. Hon.
Sec., R. H. Corbett. Stakes 3d . and 6<1. Partnership, Mon. and Wed. 6d., Wed. and Fri. 3d.
Duplicate, 1st and 3rd Sat. (2.15).
S1ocuP-Sidcup Bridge Club, Sidcup Golf
Club, Hurst Road, Sidcup. Hon. Sec., Mrs.
W. Dovis, 24 Carlton Road, Sidc,u p. Telephone :
FOO 1868. Stakes 3d. Partnerships Mon.,
Wed., Fri. Duplicate Mon., Wed.
LANCS
LIVERPOOL--Liverpool Bridge Club, 22 Upper
Duke Street, LiverpOOl. Tel.: Royal 8180.
Hon. See., Mrs. H. T. Halewood. Partnerships
afternoon. Duplicate Mon. evening.

IOCNJ'o'N

GRAND SLAM BRIDGE CLUB-21 Craven Hill,
W.2. Tel.: Pad 6842. Stakes If- and 2{-.
Partnership Evenings Mondays and Thursdays.
Visitors welcome. Bounty poles (£25) Weekly
Tuesdays. Bounty Individual (£20) 2nd Sunday

ofternoons. TUITION .
MAYFAIR BRIDGE STUDio-110 Mount Street,
W.l. (2nd floor). GRO 2844. Hon. Sec., Mrs.
H. Pontina. Stakes I {· and 6<1. Partnership Sun.,
Wed. evenings 6d., Mon. afternoon 6<1. Fri.
evening If·. Duplicate pairs lst and 3rd Thursday evcrunas 7.30, 2nd Sun. afternoon, teams
2nd and 4th Sat. evenings.
STUDIO BRIDGE Ct.u-18a Queens Way,
Bayswater, W.2. Tel.: Bay 5749. Hon. See.,
Mrs. H. Pearce. Stakes 2{-, I {· and 6<1. Partnership Mon. and Fri. evcninas.
MIDDLESEX
HIOHOATl! BRIDGE CLu-80 Hiahgate West
Hill, N.6. MOU 3423. H on. See., Mrs. Osborn .
Stakes 2d. Partnership Wed. afternoon, Friday
and Saturday evenings.
NOTTINGHAM
NOTTINGHAM BRIDGE CLu&-401 Mansfield
Road, Nottingham 6S99S. (Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Hammond.) Half way bouse for Sunday matches.
Duplicate Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday 7 p.m.
SURREY
HEATH SlUDGE Ct.ue.- Tbe Heath, Weybridae. Weybridae 3620. Hon. sec. C. 0. AinserAiways open. Visitors welcome. Stakes 3d. Sat.
eve. 3d. and 1{-. Partnership Tues. aft. and eve.,
Fri. an. Duplicate Mon. and Thurs. eve. Tuition
by Alan Truscott available.
Boo NOR CL~2 Sud ley Road, BoliJlor Regis.
(Bridge section). Cutin, Mon., Tues.• Thurs., Fri.
and Sat. afternoons. Fri. eveninJ. Partnership,
Wed. afternoon and Tues. everung. Duplicate,
tbe first Tues. afternoon in each month. Stakes 3d.
SUSSEX
HORSHAM BRIDGE CLue-22A East Street,
Horsham, Sussex. H orsham 4921 or 2078.
Hon. See., Mn. M. E. Binney, 7A Bishopric.
Horsham. Stakes 3d. Partncrshop, Sun., :rbun.
eve., Wed., Fri. aft. Duplicate Tues. eve.
Cut-in Mon., Thurs., Sat. an.
WHITEHALL RESIDENTIAL BRIDGE CLUB11 /12 Howard Square, Eastbourne, Eastbourne
4544. Sec. Miss J. Fidler. Stakes 2d. and 3d.
Partnership, Tues. and Fri. aft., Wed. 81''1 Sat.
eve nina. Duplicate Sunday.
WARWlCKSmRE
HI!ATHERCROFT BRtDGE CLu-2 Pebble MiU
Road, Birmingham S. SELiy Oak 0448. Stakes
3d. to 1{-. Cut-in or Partnership every aft. and
eve. Duplicate Sun. eve., Moo. an., and as
desired by Members. Visitors welcome.
YORKS
LEEDS BRIDGE CLue LTD.-Moortown Comer
H ouse, Leeds 17. Leeds 681571. Ho n. Sec.,
Mr. R. D orsey. Duplicate Tues. and Thurs.
Visitors Welcome. Open each day until midnight
except Friday. Rubber Bridge every night.

Would you like particulars of your club (address, telephone,
hon. sec., stakes, partnership days, duplicate days) to be
listed in this Directory every month? If so, please write to
our Advertisement Manager (see address on page 3) for very
reasonable terms.
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CLASS I F IED ADVERTISEMENTS
5/- per line. Special terms for a series
BRIDGE CLUBS AND HOTELS
HARROW

HARROW BRJOOE CLu-16 Nortbwick Park
Road, Harrow, Middx.. Tel. .Harrow 3908.
Good standard Bridge in1 enjoyable atmosphere.
Sessions twice daily. Partnership and Duplicate.
Open teams of four every Saturday evening.

LONDON
GRAND SLAM BRIDGE CLu-21 Craven Hill,
W.2. Tel.: Pad 6842. Slakes 1/· and 2/6.
5/- and 10/-. Partnership evenings Mondays and
Thursdays. Visitors "elcome. Duplicate Pairs
(Bounty £25) Tuesday weekly. "Rummy' all
niaht aames.

M lSCELLANEOUS
BRIDGE REQUlSITJES

W A LLETS-beuer than boards at less than balf
the cost.
CARDBOARD
£3 3s. Od. per set of 32
LEATHERETTE £4 14s. 6d. per set of 32
WRITE FOR SAMPLES:
W.B. Tallow,2RoseberryCourt, LLANDUDNO

Personal Score Cards, Travellina Score Slips,

~s~~~tt ~~~~~;/~~~c~ ~~gr~E~s~¥nt~R'g~
for lndividuols, Pairs and Teams-of-four etc.

TUlTION
NICO GARDENER guarantees to improve
your game. Tuition, prac:tice classes and lectures
all under personal supervision: also pOStal course.
The London School of llridge, 38 King's Road.
London, S.W.3. KENsinaton 7201.

PERFEcr YOUR BRIDGE under championship guidance. Private or Group Tuition.
Practice classes. Duplicate coaching. Master
Points contests. Lectures. Folder free from
the Mayfair Bridge Studio (Dept. 5), 110 Mount
Street, London, W.l, or 'phone GRO 2844.

Diary of Events
Oct.
Nov.

1962
19- 2 1 WEST OF ENGLAND CONGRESS ...
19- 21 DERB'YSHlRt:; CONGRESS ...
26-28 ST. DUNSTAN'S CONGRESS
2-4

17- 18
17- 18
24-25
Dec.
I 2
8
15-16
4- 6
18- 20
Feb.
2- 3
2- 3

Jan.

8- 9
15- 17
22-25
Mar. 9- 10
April
4-7
6-7
26-28
May
3- 5

Grand Atlantic, Weston
New Bath, Matlock
Craiglands, llkley
Norbreck, BlackpOol
N.W.C.B.A. CONGRESS ...
CAMR.OSE-ENGLAND v. N. IRELAND ... N. Ireland
Midland H otel, Manchester
SECOND CAMROSE TRIAL
MASTER'S INDIVIDUAL ...
London
TOLLEMACHE CUP HEATS
Regional
Regional
YOUNG PLAYERS PAIRS
RI OIARD LEDERER CUP
Nat. Lib. Club

1963
MIDLAND COUNTIES CONGRESS
WHITELAW CUP
MASTERS PAIRS ...
RESTIUCTED PAIRS AND COUNTY
MI\STERS PAIRS
DAILY TELEGRAPH CUP
CROYDON CONGRESS
SPRING FOURSOMES
PORTLAND PAIRS
DF.VON AND CORNWALL CONGRESS
MANCHESTER CONGRESS
LONC•ON CONGRESS
GLOUC'ESTERSHIRF CoNGRESS
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Droitwich
Grand, Eastbourne
Victoria Halls, London
Raven Hotel, Droitwich
Waldorf Hotel
Croydon
Grand, Eastbourne
East bourne and llkley
Palace, Torquay
Grand Hotel
Empire Rooms
Plough, Cheltenham

For the Bridge Player ...

BRIDGE SET (8351) fitted with two packs of single colour backed
playing cards, score cards, pencils, Win/ Lose cards and pocket
edition "Laws of Contract Bridge." Retail price 17/6d.
BRIDGE PUBLICATIONS
" Laws of Contract Bridge (1948)"
"Laws of Duplicate Bridge (1949)"

Retail price 3/6d.
Retail price 2/6d.

BRIDGE SCORING BLOCK (BR.4225 ) with the International
Laws of Contract Bridge scoring table issued by De La Rue,
official publishers to the Portland Club. Retail price 1/6d. each.

STATIONERS DIVISION
THOMAS DELA RUE &CO. LTD. ,92 MIDDLESEXSTREET, LO NDON, E. I

All who desire to further the development
of Contract Bridge as a game should IK·
members of, and support

THE ENGUSH BRIDGE UNION
the governing body for England

•
Save 10/- on your subscription
lfyou become a member of TH E ENGLISH BR IDGE
UN ION your annual subscription to the British Bridge
World is reduced to 25/-.
For full details of membership of the E. B. U. write to
the Secretary:-

Mrs. A. L. FLEMING,
12, Frant Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
(Phone Tunbridge Wells 30612)

•

